ADVENTURE: JIANGLING FUN EXPERIENCE

GETTING DOWN
& GETTING DIRTY
Having Fun with the JMC Vigus
South African consumers, especially those in the market for a new set of wheels, are
uncompromisingly set in their ways. This is particularly true with the local bakkie love
affair, where the Japanese and Americans currently reign supreme in this market.
Report by DEON VAN DER WALT
Images © JMC SOUTH AFRICA

“I

f it is good enough for oupa – it is good enough for
me.” This mindset is not necessarily a bad thing,
but it can prove to be somewhat problematic for
new (to South Africa) manufacturers looking for a slice of
the local market.
Aware of this, Jiangling Motor Corporation Limited (JMC)
organised what it calls its Jiangling Fun Experience (JFX). The
first to be held outside of China, the JFX is an opportunity for

the brand to not only showcase what its vehicles are capable of,
but also get up close and personal with its customers to both
establish new relationships while also nurturing existing ones
and even get some new insights.
Driven was invited to join in on the JFX adventure to get
an insight on a dirtier subject – what the Vigus can do off the
clichéd beaten track.
After driving in an eventful convoy of 24 Vigus’ to Sondela

Nature Reserve near Bela-Bela, the guests were introduced to
the off-road course led by “Mr Wolf,” as he prefers to be called.
The course looked intimidating at first, with most elements
present being ready to expose nearly any weakness of both car
and driver. The Chinese instructor tackled the course with
confidence – even what appeared to be over-confidence at
times – explaining every step of the way in loud Mandarin.
Stepping into the Vigus, I turned the off-road dial to 4-Low
to engage the low range 4x4 setting. I was quite nervous –
justified, somewhat; it was not only the course and its dangers
I had to concern myself with, but also the rather sizable crowd
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weighing down upon my ego.
The course started with an axle twister that proved to be
no problem for the Vigus. Next in the line-up was a series
of obstacles to test the nitty-gritty capabilities of the chassis,
constantly surprising with its abilities.
Not all was perfect, all the time. An uncomfortable turning
circle was the cause for some frustration, especially considering
that the course was timed. Furthermore, occasionally having
to manoeuvre between obstacles was not ideal. This slight lack
of agility, which is due to the longish wheelbase, does not take
away from the bigger picture of near-perfect overall composure.
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The final leg of the obstacle course was not for the faint of
heart, dangling downhill in a bakkie. This portion consisted of
an angled downhill section where everything the Vigus had to
offer was put on the table as it scurried steadily downhill with
only three wheels touching the ground.
Safe on level ground, the day was concluded with a dinner
at Mabula Game Lodge in a picturesque African setting. In
the middle of the bush, no barriers between man and nature,
and with lanterns and a bonfire setting the mood, African
dancers entertained guests with xylophones and clapping –
this is everything the great African outdoors should embody.

LAST WORD
The JMC Vigus is one of the bakkies chipping away at the
image of questionable quality that has been associated with
the influx of Chinese cars into South Africa over the past few
years. This is nothing short of appropriate, considering that
JMC has been building vehicles since 1968 when the first car
rolled off the factory floor. Personally, however, I cannot wait
to see what the future holds for Chinese brands and especially
JMC. As the Chinese philosopher and poet is quoted as saying:
“The journey of a thousand miles, begins with a single step.”
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